Job Opportunity: Techrete Graduate Engineer

Techrete has a vacancy for a Graduate Engineer to work in their Dublin based design office. The successful candidate would work within our design office under the supervision of a Chartered Structural Engineer.

The work involves the design of precast concrete elements (typically facades) and the fixings to the primary structure.

The projects are prestigious and intricate and it is important that the applicant has a liking for working with fine detail. A good background in Structural Analysis and Reinforced Concrete Design is important.

Strong interpersonal skills will be required in order to work with the Manufacturing Plant and with Clients is essential.

Currently most project work is based in the UK and it may be necessary to spend some time there from time to time.

Please apply in confidence to:

Mr. Richard Hogan,
Technical Director,
Techrete Ireland Ltd.
Stephenstown Industrial Park,
Balbriggan,
Co. Dublin

Email: rhogan@techrete.ie